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As most of the people are occupied with their plans and preparations for vacations, the interest in spiritual 

talks has decreased. In spite of that fact we could contact some well-prepared people during the last few 

weeks, especially through writing letters to students interested in religion. 

 

We are now well-known characters in the street where we witness, together with different leftist groups 

who try to sell their magazines with the help of Communist phrases showing their aim. And also there are 

Christian groups proclaiming salvation by the crucified Jesus with inspiring songs and speeches. We are 

so grateful knowing now the way of true salvation and being able to help others to find this way, too. 

 

As even students are not specially interested in philosophy and many of them are not willing to read the 

whole book (Divine Principle) we translated and printed some good articles among others by Mr. Sang Ik 

[Papasan] Choi. With their help we can get them more interested in studying the whole. 

 

On Sundays we sometimes go out to one of those countless lakes in the vicinity of Stockholm. Every time 

we feel so much joy about the beauty of the pure nature created by the Father for all of His children. 

Especially there, surrounded by this purity we feel His presence and His hope for the whole world 

intensively. For these hours of recovery and study we are all thankful. 

 

Last week a young Korean couple and their little son, from the Korean trade center in Stockholm came to 

see us. Next month they shall return to Seoul. They were really surprised that we all are directed to "Mr. 

Moon" and to their homeland Korea. 

 

With great enthusiasm they sang together with us some Korean songs. We were so proud to tell them 

about some activities of our Master and of Unified Family in the whole world. 

 

 

 


